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Decision 98·12·027 December 3, 1998 MAIL DATE 
1211198 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTI tITlES CO~fMISSION OF Um STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Joint appli.cation 9f Pacific Gas and Electric' 
Company, San Diego Gas and Electric 
Company, and Southern California Edison 
Company (or Ex Parte Interim Appiova)ofa 
Loan Guarantee and Trust Mechanism to 
Furtd the DevelOpment of an Independent 
System Operator (ISO)and a PQwer Exchange 
(PX) Pursuant to Decision 95·12·06) et al. 

Application 96·07 ·00 I 
(Filed Ju)y 9, 1996) 

ORnER GRANTING LIMITED REHEARING, 
. pARTIALLY M"OnIFYING 0.97-12-042 

AND DENYING REHEARING IN OTHER RESPECTS 

I. SU~IMARY 

This order grants rehearing and modifies Decision (D.) 97·12-

042 (Decision) after further consideration of the (enns of Public Utilities Code 

section 316. \Vhile we beJieve D.97 .. 1~·042 correctly describes the purpose and 

mechanics of section 376, we wish to enlarge 'upon the Decision's analysis Oflhc 

statutc ~s language regarding utility funding of development costs. This analysis 

docs not change the Decision's conclusions and rehearing is denied in an other 

respects. The motion for rehearing (mil argument is also denied. 

II. BACKGROUND 

In our "ISO and PX Funding Decision," wc approved a 

mcthod for funding initial dcvelopmcnt of an Independent System Operator (ISO) 

and a Power Exchange (PX). (Rc Pacific Gas and Electric Company (ISO and PX 

Funding) [D.~6.08.038] (1996) _ CaJ.P.U.C.2d. _.) That n\ethod involved 
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authorizing California's three large electric utilities'to guarantee up to $250 

million in loans to bc taken out by two trusts, which were established for the 

purpose of overseeing the preliminary development of the ISO and the PX. 

Assembly Bill (AB) 1890 (Stats. 1996, ch. 854.) determined that the 

ISO and PX in fact should be established and provided statutory requirements for 

the funding of ISO and PX development. (E.g., Pub. Util. Code, §§ 334 .. 356, 361.) 

One focus of AD 1890 was lI'ansition cost recovery, and Public UtilitiesCode 

sectionl 376 addressed how ISO and PX start-up costs should be handled in that 

context. In November 1991l we responded to a petition to modify the ISO and PX 

Funding Decision by authorizing a $50 million increase in the Joan guarantees. (Re 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company [D.97-11-077) (1997) _ Ca1.P.U.C.2d _.) 

\Ve deferred to a Usubsequent decisionu the consideration of the petition's request 

that we detemline the applicability of section 376 to certain specified amounts. 

The Usubsequent decision," D.97-12-042, is the subject of the 

application for rehearing. (Re Pacific Gas and Electric Company [D.97-12.04~) . 
(1997) _CaI.P.U.C.2d_.} The parties filing the application for rehearing are 

referred to as the "Large Custonlcrs.m The three large utilities opposed the 

application in a joint response, which they subsequently amended. Enron filed a 

response supporting the application.· In May, 1998, the three large utilities filed 

I Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) guaranteed $112.5 million in loans, 
Southern California Edison (Edison) guaranteed the same amount and San Diego 
Gas and Electric Company (SDG&E) guaranteed $25 mil1ion. . 

2 Statutory references indicate the Public Utilities Code unless otherwise specified. 

1 These parties arc: the California Manufacturers Association (CMA). California 
Large Energy Consumers AssOCiation (CLECA), California Industrial Users 
(CIU). California Fann Bureau Federation, Energy Producers and Users Coalition 
(EPUC), and Cogeneration Association of California (CAC). 

4 The utilities moved to strike Enron~s response since it requested rehearing afier 
the statutory deadline. \Ve agree that Enron is bound by section 1131, subdivision 
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applications, A.98-0S·00-1, A.98-0S·006, and A.98-0S·01S, seeking section 376 

treatment of certain costs. These proceedings were consolidated and are ongoing. 

On October 14, 1998 the Large Customers moved for rehearing oral argument in 

this proceeding to be held contemporaneously with closing argument in the section 

376 proceeding so we could consider rehearing issues in the context of the ongoing 

section 376 proceeding. 

III. DISCUSSION 

Section 376 provides unique treatment under the electric 

restructuring transition cost mechanism for certain costs. The statute allows a 

utility to recoVer transition costs after the end of the transition period if the 

inclusion of section 376-eligible costs in rates has diminished "headroom" and 

prevented the utility from recovering aU its transition costs.s The language of 

section 376 indicates that this post-transition period recovery ofuneco,nomic costs 

is available "to the extent that\' the specific temlS of the statute are met. Those 

specific tetms include language indicating that eligible costs arc to be costs "that 

have been funded by the electrical corporation and have been found by the 

commission to be recoverahle from the utility's customers .••. ''* 
In response to issues raised by the three large utilities, the Decision 

reviewed three types of costs that could have become part ofa utilit)"s revenue 

requirement. The Decision concluded thal these types of costs would quali fy for 

(b) but do not belicve this requires us to strike its pleading. 
S DuriI\g the electric restructuring transition period, the amount of late revenue 
allocated to paying transition costs. denominated "headroom'" is dctcffilined by 
subtracting the authorized re\'enue requiremcnt from frozen rates. Because rates 
are frozen, an)' increase in the re\'enue requirement produces a decrease in the 
ability to pay on transition costs. 
6 The statute also requires the collection of transition costs to ha\'e been incomplete 
because the utility was collecting "costs of programs to accommodate the 
implementation of direct access, the Power Exchange, and the Independent Systeni 
Operator[.r This language is not at issue here. 
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the treatment provided for in section 376 if they occurred. The analysis supporting 

this conclusion began with a review ofthe background of section 376. The 

Decision noted that ifthe need to recover new types of costs increased a utility's 

revenue requirement, it would produce a corresponding reduction in the utility's 

ability to collect transition costs because of the residua) method used to calculate 

headroom. The development of the ISO and PX and the implementation of direct 

access allowed the industry to restructure along the lines 'set out in Our preferred 

policy and AB J 890, but these actions also created new costs for the utilities. The 

Decision found that the purpose of section 316 was to prevent a reduction in 

headroon\ caused by such costs from ultimate)' impairing a utmty~s opportunity to 

collect all of its transition costs. 

Foll<wiing this con~Jusion about the purpose of section l16, the 

Decision reViewed three types of costs to determine if they would qualify for 

section 376 treatment. These costs were: ISO and PX deVelopment cO,sts 

recovered through FERC·approved rates, costs not recovered through FERC· 

approved rates, and costs incurred under the loan guarantees.' Since it was not 

cleat what approath FERC would adopt, the discussion of costs recovered through 

FERC·approved rates included both recovery through a one-time charge and 

through a so·caJled "voJumetricH charge. 

The application for rehearing makes three aJlegations of error with 

respect to these detemlinations. The application alleges error with respect to the 

advisory nature of our opinion, as a result of aUeged modi fications of past 

decisions, and because the Decision aJlcgedJ)' excludes some temlS of section 376 

from its analysis of the section's applicability. These allegations are 'discussed in 

1 At the time the Decision issued, proceedings before the Federal Energy 
RegulatOry Commission (FERC) were considering how the ISO and PX would 
recover their development costs. 
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tum below. Subsequently, the decision to deny the motion requesting rehearing 

oral argument is discussed briefly. 

A. An Ad\'isory Opinion Was Permitted and Proper In 
ThIs Case. 

The application focuses on tht'advisory nature of the Decision in its 

allegations of error. However, no legal rute prevents the Commission from issuing 

ad"isory opinions. The application quotes the Unites States Supreme Court in 

United States v. Fruehauf(1961) 365 U.S. 146 in suppOrt of its contentions. As the 

utilities point out~ however, Fruebauf is based on a legal limit that applies to 

federal courts and is not relevant here. (Cr., U.S. Const., art. HI, §2.) Moreover, the 

language quoted in the application only states the Court "refusedH to give advisor}, 

opinions; it does not state a rule that would bar this Commission from issuing such 

an opinion. 

The Commission has discretion to issue advisory opiIlion$ as part of 

its authority to rule on applications and other mailers brought before it by parties. 

The Constitution grants the Commission authority (0 establish its Own procedures, 

subject (0 due process, while the Public Utilities Code grants the Commission 

flexibility to undertake tasks necessary to achieve its mandate. In its discretion, the . 

Commission issues ad\'isory opinions where the matter is of widespread public 

interest and an expression of Commission opinion would be ofbeneflt. The 

'Commission generaJly hoJds itself to a fiml rute against issuing advisory opinions 

unless it is presented with eXlraorinary circumstances.- In the ISO and PX Funding 

Decision we faced those circumstances, and we concluded that we faced them 

• Re \Vomen's Energy. Inc. [0.97·09·058] (1997) _ CaI.P.U.C.2d ; Rc 
Califomia·American 'Vater Company (D.95-0J.(H41 (1995) 58 CaJ.P.U.C.2d 470, 
416.479; Re San Diego Gas and Electric Company (D.94.12·038) (1994) 58 
CaLP.U.C.2d 104, 105; Rc Transmission Constraints on Cogeneration, etc. (1993) 
D.93·1O·026. pp. 4·5 (mimco.); Re SoutJiern California Gas Companx (0.93·08· 
030] (1993) SO Cal.P.U.C.2d 518, 521; Rc San Diego Gas and Electric Company 
(D.91-11·045) (1991) 42 Ca1.P.U.C.2d 9. 
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here. At the time, development of the ISO and PX was crucial to the 

implementation 'of electric restructuring. This was an undertaking for which we 

.had a clear legislative mandate and a clear statutorily.imposed deadline. Related 

proceedings were taking place before FERC, and we determined that we should 

indicate how certain costs would be treated under the California rate scheme so 

that in(omlation could be taken into account in those proceedings. 

These considerations amply support our decision to issue an advisory 

opinion. The application for rehearing restates consideratio~s weighing against an 

advisor)' opini~n. \Ve considered advantages and disadvantages of issuing an 

advisory opinion when we issued the Decision. Rehearing should not be granted to 

consider those questions again. 

In this connection, we also disagree with the claim that the Decision is 

overly broad. In fact, the Decision ont)' addresses thr~e types of costs related to the 

ISO and PX, ~ot the entire spectrum of costs that could come within the amit of 

se~tion 376. The DecisioJl also clearly indicates the assumptions and predicates 

upon which it relics, implicitly limiting itself to those circumstances. It was 

concern about the timely establishment otlhc ISO and PX-a COncern that turned 

out to be well justified-that prompted us to issue the Decision. We appropriately 

limited its application to those issues influenced by this concern and reject the 

contention that it was over·broad. 

B. The Decision Does Not Impermissibly Modify Past 
Holdings. 

The Decision concluded that cerlain costs would be eligible (or 

section 376 treJtmcnt as long as certain assumed conditions were met. This 

conclusion docs not have the eOect on past decisions that the application claims. 

Specifically. the Decision docs not modify the ISO and PX Funding Decision 

because it addresses a different subject matter. The ISO and PX Funding Decision 

6 
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established a mechanism for funding development of the ISO and PX. 

Subsequently, AB 1890 altered the funding mechanism and detemlincd how 

development costs would be accounted fot under the transition cost recovery 

mechanism. In determining how section 316 should be implemented, the Decision 

docs not affect thc ISO and PX Funding Decision, because that decision was 

issued prior to the enactment of An 189() and does not make any detemlinations 

relating to that legislation's transition cost mechanism. Although the issues the 

Decision addresses were raised alongside issues requiring modification in the large 

utilities' petition to modify, the issues we resolved in the D~cision are independent 

fromthe topics dealt with in the ISO and PX Funding Decision. This difference in 

subject matter is evidenced by the fact that the DeCision's ordering paragraphs do 

not require any changes to be made to the ISO and PX Funding Decision. 

A sinlilar allegation with respect to D.91 .. ll·077 a1so has no merit. 

We stated therc that we would consider section 376 eligibility in a "subsequent 

decision.u That is, the Commission reserved the issue for later action. By disposing 

of these issues in the Decision, we complied with that prior ruling and did not a1ter 

it in any wa)'. The Large Customers state the)' expected a certain amount of time to 

pass before we decided the issue. This claim does not demonstrate error, however, 

for the expectations of the parties are not controlling. 

The application makes a similar reference to 0.91·11·014, but its 

reference is not explained. That decision, which addresses transition cost 

eligibilit)'t discusses section 376 in' general tenns and indicates that further 

proceedings will establish the details of most of the transition cost recovery 

mechanisms. \Ve do not sec how those statements would havc required 

modification in order for us to issue the Decision. An application for rehearing 

must makc a specific showing of error so we arc not required to puulc out 

7 
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whether there is a defect in our decision. (Cr.) Pub. Uti I. Code, §1132.) On this 

basis as well we conclude this claim, too, does not support a grant of rehearing. 

Moreover, California Trucking Assn. v. Public Utilities COOl. (1977) 

19 Cal.3d 240 does not have the effect the application claims. The Decision 

engages in art process of legislative interpretation based on a set of assumed, 

hypothetical facts. Perfomling a statutory interpretation of section 376 does not 

necessitate the hoJding of a trial-type hearing. California Trucking Assn. v, Public 

Utilities Com!., supra, indicates only that when there are disputed factual 

contentions, the opportunity to provide more than a ,\Titten argument must be 

provided. 

C. The Terms of Sec lion 376 Do Not Require The 
Decision to Reach a Different Conclusion. 

The Decision correctly expJains the purpose and background of 

section 376. In light of the overall electric restructuring scheme contained in AB 

1890, section 376's treatment ofdcvelopnlent costs that reduce headroom makes a 

great deal of sense. Although the application a1leges the Legislature intended us to 

impose only the narrowest of constructions on this statutc, we ate not convinced by 

these claims. \Ve do not disccm any legislative pUlpOSC limiting the application of 

section 376. Instead, wc look to the statute·s c1eargoal of neutralizing the effect on 

headroom of development costs related to "new major programs we created to 

carry out our plan for industry restructuring." (Re Pacific Gas and Electric 

Company (D.97·12·042]. SU))r3. _Ca1.P.U.C. at p. _, D.97·11·042 at p. 5 

(mimco).) 

Howc\,ert upon further reflection, we arc less satisfied with the 

Decision's treatment of section 376's specific tcm1S. As we stated above, section 

376 applies "to the extent that" its specific terms arc met. \Vc believe the Decision 

should contain more extensive consideration ofthe application of the statute's 

8 
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temlS to the categories of costs it disclisses. Nevertheless. we reject the claim that 

"funded by~! restricts the applicability of section 376 to costs directly incurred prior 

to development because that claim gives the word "funded" too particular a 

meaning. \Vc conclude that the phrase "funded by an electrical corporationU should 

be read to encompass the various types of costs addressed in the Decision. These 

conclusions are explained in detail below. The Decision will be modified 

accordingly. 

The discussion of the one·time charge considered whether such a 

payment would be eligible for section 376 treatment on the basis of its being 

"recoverable from the \ltility's customersH without addressing whether or not the 

payment ofa one.timecharge for ISO or PX development cOsts would constitute· 

(jfunding" by the utility. Siinilarly, the discussion of ISO and PX development 

costs not recovered through FERC rates and costs incurred under the loan 

guarantees did not address questions of funding. These conclusions reflected our 

beHetthat it was rcadil)' appatent that these costs met the requirements of section 

376. lIowever. after considering the application's allegations. we conclude that the 

Decision should have explained why those costs a.mountcd to funding by the utility 

before deterillining that they arc eligible under section 376. 

\Vith respect (0 costs incurred under the loan guarantees, it should be 

apparent that incurring such costs would amount to funding ofdcvelopment costs 

by a utility. As the utilities' response to the application for rehearing points out. 

even the Large Customers concede that if a utilit)"s guarantee is called upon it will 

have funded development costs within the meaning of section 376. Therefore, we 

will modify the Decision to state clearly this implicit dctemlination. 

Section 376's funding requirement is also clearly mel when a utility 

pays a onc·time, FERC·approved charge. Again. the Decision did not address the 

question of funding because we had so littlc doubt that a onc·time charge should 

9 
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quaJi fy for scction 376 treatment. The payment of a singlc charge that represents a 

utility's share of ISO or PX dcvelopment costs would be a direct contribution to 

devclopment costs on behalf of that utility. Making a contribution to development 

costs in this way docs not fall outside the rubric of "funding" simply because the 

contribution would be made after the development costs werc incurred. (Cr., 

\Vebstcrts CoJlegiate Diet. (lOth ed. 1995) p. 472.) Section 376 does not use the 

word "advancedlt or in any other way imply that a utilily's contribution to 

dcvel6pment costs must occur prior to the ISO's or PX's incurring those costs. 

Since a utility that paid a one-time charge for ISO or PX development costs would 

have provided the funds for development, we believe those costs should receive 

section 376 treatnlent consistent with the terms otthe statute. We note that reading 

section 376 in this manner also fulfills the statute's purpose. We will modify the 

Decision to make this holding explicit as well. 

The Decision did explicitly discuss the question of funding when it . 

considered whether the payment of~\'hat it called a uvolumetric" rate would 

qualify (or section 376 treatment. The Decision concluded that "the purpose oflhe 

words 'have been funded by an electrical corporation' is to identify the 

implementation programs that arc the subjects?f section 376, and not to impose a 

condition precedent of direct financial contribution of the utiHties." (Decision, p.7 

(mimeo.).) The Decision also relied on the title of the ISO and PX Funding 

Decision to support its conclusion that u volun1ctric" rates would qualify for section 

376 treatment. 

Upon further rcflection, we belicve this reasoning should be 

augmented. The point that needs to be made is that the phrase "funded byu should 

be read to include indirect methods of providing financia1 suppOrt for ISO and PX 

development. "Funded" is a generic word, indicating to us that the utility involved 

should have been a source of financial support for development costs. Just as 

to 
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"funded" does not imply a specific time when costs arc paid for, the word docs not 

contain a requirement that the financial contribution take place through specific 

mechanisms. \Ve note that We considered the provision orloan guarantees to 

constitute funding and the Legislature was aware 'of this construction. The statute's 

purpose is to keep headroom levels the same as they would have been had costs 

relating to ISO and rX development not been included in a utiJily·s revenue 

requirement. rhus it is perfectly consistent with the Matute's language and purpose 

to conclude that amounts paid by utilities in otdedo support development costs 

and passed on (0 ~hejr customers in a way that reduces headroom are eligible for 

section 376 treatn\ent. The Decision wil) be modified to make this point. 

A slightly different situation wouJd be presented if a utiJity recovered 

in its rates amounts charged to it by th~ ISO or PX that were not included in 

FERC·approycd rates. \Ve have indicated that a utility should be able to include 

such charges in its rates, if they occurred. The Decision concluded that ifsuch 

charges were included in rates they should receive section 376 treatment. The 

application challenges this conclusion as wcll. On further consideration, we 

believe that the leasons supporting the application of section 376 to FERC· 

approved charges that are recovcred in rates would also apply to non-FERC

approved charges. If these charges OCCUlTed, the utilities involved would provide 

indirect financial support for development costs. \Vc will modify the decisionts 

discussion of non.FERC.appcovcd charges to reflect this reasoning. 

D. The l\tofion Requesting Rehearing Oral Argument 
\ViII Be Denied. 

In a motion tiled October 14, 1998, the Large Customers requested 

rehearing oral argument to occur at the same time as the closing argunlents in the 

, section 376 proceeding. This motion was apparently prompted by the Large 

J I 
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Customers' concern ll)at the Commission remain aware that simiJar issues were 

pending in the two separate proceedings. 

We believe this decision adequately addresses the Large Customers' 

concerns. \Vc are aware of the linkage between this docket and the ongoing section 

376 proceedings. By Issuing this decision, we hope to make Our position clear for 

the parties in that proceeding. In addition, it does not appear that the Rule 86.3 

criteria are satisfied by this application. 

THEREFORE, Good Cause App~ariDg It Is Ordered Tbat: 

1. The application of Cali fomi a Manufacturers Association-, 

California Large Energy Consumers Association, California Industrial Users, 

California Farm Bureau Federation, Energy Producers a,nd Users Coalition, and 

Cogeneration Association ofCaJifoinia for rehearing of 0.91·12-042 is granted for 

the liiuited pUrpOse of making the subsequent modifications. 

2. D.97~)2·042 is modified t6 add a new footnote Sa to the final 

partial paragraph on page six. New footnote Sa shaH appear at the cnd of the 

sentence reading U\Ve conclude that they are(f' on the third line of that paragraph 

and shall read: 

Clearly, making a contribution to development costs in 
this way does not fall outside the rubric of funding 
simply because the contribution would be made after 
the deveropment costs were incurred. Section 376 docs 
not use the word "advanced" or in any other way imply 
that a utilit)"s contributions to development costs must 
OCcur prior to the ISO's or PX·s incurring those costs. 

3. D.97·12·0-12 is modified to restate the full paragraph on page 

seven that ~gins "A different question •.• n an~ ends u ••• direct finandal 

contribution by the utilities." The restated paragraph shall read as follows, 

12 
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including the relevant footnotes six and sevcn appearing at the bottom of the pages 

of this order: 

A different ques(!on arises ifFERC assesses these 
implementation costs through a volumetric rate. The 
question raised in that case is whether the utilities have 
"fundedlt these programs, as required by § 376.6 \Ve 
conclude that they have. "Funded" is a gcneric word, 
indicating to us that the utility involved should have 
been a source of financial support fo.r development 
costs. Just as ufunded~' does not impJy a specific time 
when costs are paid for, the word does riot contain a 
requirement that the financial contribution take place 
through specific mechanisms. ~'e note that we 

. considered the provision ot'toan guarantees to 
constitute funding. D.96-08-038, which set up the ISO 
and PX Trusts and required Petitioners to provide loan 
guarantees·for the money b6rro\\'ed by the Trusts, was 
entitled "ISO and PX Funding." The Legislature was 
aware of this decision when it drafted AB 1890; 
Sectio.n ~61 refers to. the restructuring trusts set up by 
that decision, and directs the Commission to cnsure 
that the funds secured by the trusts are turned over to 

. the ISO and PX.' The Legislature was thus also a\'vare 
that we had "fundedu the ISO and PX Trusts by 
requiring the Petitioners to guarantec loans taken out 
by the Tmsts to covcr the costs of development and 
startup of the ISO and PX. In this co.ntext, we conclude· 
that the words "have been funded by an electrical 
corporation" do not impose a condition precedent of 

6 An initial question is whether "funded" in the statute modifies "costsH or 
"programs." In nonnal usage, programs arc funded, and the resulting funds allow 
the program sponsors to incur costs to carry out the intended program. \Ve will 
follow this u~age and interpret "funded" to refer to. the "programs t? .accommodate 
tmplementahon.n As a secondary maUer, the questlOn ofrecovcrabthty from a 
utility's customers is clearly answered in the aflirnlativc in this case. The logic 
discussed with respect to a one-timc charge applies in this situation as well. 
, Petitioners find significance in thf. use of the words "fundsu in § 361 and 
"fundedu in § 367. \VhiJe similar wording lends some weight to the argument that 
utilities havc funded the ISO and PX implementation programs, we find the overall 
logic of § 376 to be more instructivc of the Legislative intent. 
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direct financial contribution by the utiJities. Inditect 
contribution through a volumetric rate meets section 
376's tenns. This is consistent with the statute's 
purpose. 

4. D.97-12-042 is modifiedto add a new sentence at the end of the 

partial paragraph at the top of page nine. The new sentence shall read: 

As discussed with tespect to charges recovered in 
FERC-apptoved fates, we beJievethe teiins of section 
376 would be met by such a method ofudlity . . 
contribution to ISO and PX·development costs. 

5. D.97-12-042 is modified to delete the last sentence in the 
. . 

paragraph under the heading "Costs inturred uilderthe Loan Guarantees" On page 
'. -

nine and testate that senten<!e as. follows: 

We~ clari fy t~at such COsts wou Id be eligible for section .. 
376 treatment since it is apparent thatthe tenns of 
settion 376 are met by the. circumstances described 
above.· 

6. In aU othei respects, tehearing of 0.97-12-042 is denied. 

7. The Motion Requesiirig Rehearing Oral Argument 0(0.97·12-

042fiJed October 14. 1998 is denied. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated December 3. 1998, at San Francisco, California. 

RICHARD A. BILAS 
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